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“Social media surveillance, privacy, and security”
Abstract: Social media is now a critical part of our world, but has our understanding of how
to protect ourselves evolved in line with Big Tech's capabilities? Join me for a review of the
major social media companies, what we know about privacy within context of these
software platforms, and what measures an informed person can take to improve their own
security posture in the presence of increasing surveillance capabilities.
Jackie Singh is a professional information security consultant.
Jackie currently serves as Director at the Surveillance Technology Oversight Project, a New York‐
based 501(c)3 nonprofit organization which counters advancing threats to civil liberties posed by
surveillance technologies through litigation and advocacy. Prior to joining S.T.O.P., Jackie served as
the Lead Incident Response and Threat Analyst on a major U.S. presidential campaign in 2020.
Jackie's entry into the world of information security began at an early age, when she was an active
participant in an established hacker/cyberpunk collective based in New York City. She began her
professional career in the U.S. Army, and first deployed to Iraq as a young idealist in 2003. She
subsequently spent the better part of that decade working in Iraq and Africa in cleared roles.
Jackie has held several significant roles in defensive cybersecurity, including Principal Consultant
at Mandiant and FireEye and Global Director of Incident Response at Intel Security and McAfee.
She also previously founded a boutique cybersecurity consultancy, Spyglass Security.
Jackie's blog, "Hacking, But Legal" receives thousands of views for her incisive takes and unique
viewpoint on contemporary issues in the technology space. She lives between New York City and
San Juan with her partner, their daughters, and a goldendoodle named Ziggy.
You can follow Jackie Singh on Twitter @HackingButLegal.
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